Paper Rabbits
This fun craft is an easy way to create your own colorful collection of rabbits!

What you need:
- Colored paper or construction paper
- Scissors
- Pink marker/highlighter
- Pen

What to do:
1. Have your child place their hand on the piece of colored paper or construction paper with their fingers spread out slightly.
2. Have your child trace their hand.
3. Help your child cut out the outline of their hand. You will want to cut a slit between the pinky and ring finger for the rabbit’s front foot. Cut out the middle finger between the two ears.
4. Fold in the pinky and the thumb for the rabbit’s front feet.
5. Using a highlighter, color in the rabbit’s nose and ears.
6. Draw on eyes, a nose whiskers, a mouth, and back legs with a pen. You can be creative with your design.
7. You’re all done! You can repeat with different colors to make rabbits for decoration!

Tune in today to Como Live on Facebook at 1:30pm to meet one of our rabbit ambassadors.